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ABSTRACT
This paper explores published research on Indigenous digital inclusion, starting from the
premise that Indigenous peoples adopt and use digital technologies in ways that fit their specific
social contexts. Analysis of search results from Scopus and Web of Science aimed to identify
common themes and approaches, and to explore differences and interconnections between
research from disparate academic disciplines. The findings indicate that research from
Australasia features prominently and that the Social and Computer Sciences produce the bulk of
the work in this area. Conclusions comment on the importance of a strengths-based, as opposed
to a deficit, approach to research and instruction in Indigenous digital inclusion.
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
As the world comes to terms with the scale and impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is
more evident than ever that contemporary society depends on reliable access to information and
communication technology (ICT) infrastructure to participate fully in a digitally connected world
(Townsend, Sathiaseelan, Fairhurst, & Wallace, 2013; Pavez, Correa, & Contreras, 2017).
Internet access and the ability to fully use digital technologies is still far from universal,
however, and many people remain excluded from online participation. Digital exclusion has
emerged as a driving force of inequality and is directly linked to other areas of deprivation
(Atkinson, Salmond, & Crampton, 2013; Park, Choi, & Hong, 2015). Access to the internet is
“…considered to be a fundamental aspect of our structures of opportunity, both socially and in
the market; our structures of communication; and our structures for enabling choices”
(Atkinson, Salmond, & Crampton, 2013, p. 21). Access to and the ability to use digital platforms
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and technologies has clear economic and social benefits for those individuals who can
connect and have the skills to leverage that access through internet-enabled opportunities for
active citizenship, social inclusion and employment (Bartikowski, Laroche, Jamal, & Yan, 2018;
Clayton & Macdonald, 2013; Hartnett, 2016: Townsend et al., 2013). In other words, digital
access provides a level of richness and reach similar to that ascribed to the call for literacy and
general access to education in the 19th and 20th centuries (Lloyd, 2007).
The impact of a widespread emergency, like the COVID-19 crisis, means that digital
skills are increasingly important as a large part of global society is shocked into moving online
(Townsend et al., 2013). Alongside the steady adoption of digital services over the last decade or
more, defining moments such as COVID-19 created a situation where people are left with little
choice but to engage online with commercial goods and services via platforms such as
eCommerce, public services and eGovernment as well as, interacting socially with friends and
family online. The pandemic has, for many, forced an involuntary shift to working and learning
from home whether or not they have the skills for teleworking or eLearning (Ebbers, Jansen, &
Van Deursen, 2016). People do not spontaneously acquire the necessary skills to participate
meaningfully in a complex digital world (Ball, Francis, Huang, Kadylak, Cotton & Rikard, 2019;
Friemel, 2016; Hilbert, 2011; Van Deursen, & Van Dijk, 2014; Schradie, 2011; Starkey,
Sylvester, & Johnstone, 2017). Moreover, intertwined social factors are in-play as the world has
had to adjust rapidly to a new reality of online, technologically-mediated work, life and
education. As well as having to adjust to working from home themselves during the pandemic
lock-downs, parents have also needed to manage their children’s education and this is more
difficult for some than others. People in digitally marginalised settings, for example, frequently
have overlapping and complex needs such as over-crowded housing arrangements, poverty, or
health and wellbeing barriers (Buré, 2006).
It is imperative to explore the nuances of digital exclusion so that we have a more
informed understanding of how people may derive benefits from the use of technology to
participate in society on terms that makes sense to them (Ball, et al., 2017; Starkey, Sylvester, &
Johnstone, 2017; The global information technology report, 2012). However, it is easy to adopt
the position that those who have and use digital technologies will automatically be better off than
those who do not, and that those without are somehow beyond hope (or help). It is tempting for
scholars to adopt a deficit position; however we posit that in doing so there is a risk of masking
the social context where technology does not fix-that-which-is-broken, but instead, enables those
who are doing their own thing with technology to do it on their own terms, in the ways that they
want to, rather than imposing a normative, dare we say, colonial perspective on use and/or nonuse of technology. This is particularly relevant for members of Indigenous communities who
routinely have a different perspective on and attitude towards hegemonic cultural and societal
norms and approaches. In other words, digital technologies can be an enabler of post-colonial
expression and establishment of identity rather than a tool for social homogeneity.
A focus on cultural and social aspects to explain why people are reluctant to participate
digitally can include consideration of people’s place of access, the quality of the experience,
digital skills and expectations of use (Pavez, Correa, & Contreras, 2017). When studying digital
inclusion, it is essential to look beyond access-opportunities, education, and income to the social
and cultural interpretation and use of digital artefacts among and within different groups to
properly understand why, in some cases, use of technology can be regarded with suspicion or
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indifference rather than opportunity (Pavez, Correa, & Contreras, 2017). This is clearly evident
within Indigenous communities who are often nursing the persistent injury of colonialism.
Interventions that address Indigenous digital inclusion have to happen within a frame of
negotiated terms of use and with careful respect to context, Indigenous ways of knowing and the
safeguarding of Indigenous knowledge.
In this context, an exploration of the research on Indigenous digital inclusion can assist
those working in the area to identify culturally safe approaches to investigating the issues around
Indigenous peoples’ engagement with digital technologies. Collaboration across academic
disciplines and/or with community stakeholders is increasingly considered vital to ensure that the
knowledge and expertise of a range of specialists are brought to bear on important societal
problems. Analysis of the interconnected and socially situated characteristics of the research
enables a mapping of different approaches to the same topic across disciplines, bringing together
different theoretical perspectives to shed light on it, and highlighting the use of different research
approaches to answer similar research questions. The aim of the research reported in this paper is
to provide an overview of the research on Indigenous digital inclusion by identifying which
academic disciplines are active in this field and by analysing differences and similarities in their
focus and approach to the topic. The research questions guiding the analysis are:
1. Which subject disciplines are undertaking research into Indigenous digital inclusion?
2. What evidence is there of interconnections in themes, approaches and perspectives between
scholars from different academic perspectives researching Indigenous digital inclusion?
METHODOLOGY
We chose to search Scopus and Web of Science for this project because of the broad
scope of the databases as well as the quality of the content. The searches on Indigenous digital
inclusion were conducted in January 2020. The searches were developed to identify the most
consistent search strategy across the two databases. Although it is preferred to identify specific
Indigenous peoples, “Indigenous”, “Native American”, “First Nations” and “Aborigin*” were
used to capture a wider discussion on digital inclusion. While the searches did not include the
names of specific Indigenous people outside of the Māori, other Indigenous identifiers were
tested, but did not change the search results. Both Native American and American Indian were
used because there was a noticeable difference between the search results. The results are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Search Strategy and Results
After removing duplicates between the two sets, the authors reviewed 146 unique
abstracts identified in the searches. From that group, we removed posters, articles that discussed
specific projects, policy, or did not directly involve Indigenous groups in the abstract. This
resulted in a set of 107 abstracts. Articles and chapters were reviewed for relevance and those not
focused on Indigenous communities, digital inclusion/divide, or not in English were also
removed. While there are limitations to our approach (e.g. both databases include only published
materials and do not cover grey literature or report literature), the results give a clear indication
of the focus of published scholarly research in this area. The final set of articles analyzed
contained 58 articles and chapters. Please see the list of references for all those coded in the
Appendix.
.
In order to analyze the articles included in our search, a protocol for comparison was
developed which covered:
• Digital Inclusion focus: identifying access, skills, motivation, trust
• Country (of study)
• Indigenous communities discussed
• Discipline.
FINDINGS
We applied the four elements of digital inclusion adopted by New Zealand government
digital inclusion policymakers (Access, Skills, Motivation and Trust) and identified in The
Digital Inclusion Blueprint to the set of papers (Department of Internal Affairs, 2019). The
elements were chosen because of The Blueprint’s discussion of a Māori lens for inclusion (p.8).
Papers were coded for each of the elements discussed. The total number of codes adds up to
more than 58 because some of the articles and chapters covered more than one element (see
Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Frequency of Codes for Indigenous Digital Inclusion Articles 2000-2019
Access is the most common and easiest of the elements for governments to accomplish
and researchers to quantify. The papers in this category spanned the whole twenty year period
covered by the search, suggesting that although there is now widespread recognition that digital
inclusion is not just reliant on people having the necessary hardware and software, studies often
continue to take this binary perspective. Nevertheless, much of the research in the access
category does go beyond the mere presentation of statistics of ownership and use, advocating a
more nuanced approach that considers cultural context (Stenberg, 2018). Papers with a focus on
skills represented the smallest proportion of the corpus; just nine were identified. Moreover, the
development of digital literacy skills was often not the main focus of the research coded under
this category but rather skills development was highlighted as just one consideration for those
seeking to improve the digital inclusion of Indigenous communities. Papers discussing
motivation often focused on the lack of relevant or appropriate content as well as content in
Indigenous languages. Some of the narratives in the category of trust pick up on those raised in
the motivation category with a degree of wariness noted from Indigenous people about the
impact of digital technologies on their traditions and culture. Figure 2 suggests that research
interest in the different areas has been reasonably consistent over the two decades of publications
analyzed with the domination of research focusing on access over much of the period.
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Figure 2. Indigenous Digital Inclusion Coding Articles by Year 2000-2019
Many of the papers focused on a single element, there were eight papers that were coded
to at least two of the elements. Four of the papers discussed both access and motivation within
the context of specific projects (Samaras, 2008; Salazar, 2008; Pohapatchoko, Codwell, Powell
and Lassos, 2017; Carew, Green, Kral, Nordlinger, and Singer, 2015).
After an initial review of articles by country as identified by Scopus and Web of Science,
the articles were reviewed to identify the place of study, not just the location of the first author.
The aim was to identify where the work was being undertaken and establish whether any specific
geographic area dominates and/or whether researchers from particular countries specialise in the
field. A review of the corpus combining analysis from Web of Science and Scopus indicates that
a large percentage of the research in this area is by researchers in Australia; thirty-four percent of
the articles focused on Australia (n=20), while thirty-eight percent were written by academics in
Australia (Table 2). Seventy percent of articles focus on digital inclusion in Australia, Canada,
and the United States while seventy-nine percent of authors are located in the three countries
suggesting that researchers from the three countries are undertaking research into Indigenous
digital inclusion outside their country of work. While this may indicate that some researchers are
researching places and people with which they may not be completely familiar, it is entirely
possible that they are native to the locations/Indigenous peoples being studied but have relocated.
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Geographic Location

Place of Study*

Location of first author**

Australia

20

22

United States

12

15

Canada

8

9

India

2

2

New Zealand

2

2

Malaysia

2

2

Cameroon

1

1

China

1

1

Egypt

1

Israel

1

1

South Africa

1

1

United Kingdom

1

Africa

1

Latin America

1

Multiple Countries

4

Not defined

2***

*Document content
**As Identified by Scopus or Web of Science
***Waiting for Interlibrary Loan papers with additional detail.
Table 2. Number of papers by place of study and location of first author
In addition to the location of the study, we were also interested in the Indigenous peoples
discussed. Many of the articles explored Indigeneity broadly with specific examples at national
and international levels (Samaras, 2005; Kizza, 2013). Other authors were quite specific in their
discussion of Indigenous populations, providing locations and identifying specific peoples,
aligning with Indigenous research practices (Prahdan Beetson, and Kutay, 2018; Williams et al,
2003; Smith, 2013). Appropriate conventions were not always observed in the discussions of
Indigenous groups. For example, while it may not be the author’s fault that typographic macrons
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are not provided in text, publishers should ensure that appropriate diacritical marks, like the ā in
Māori are applied (Parker, 2003). The omission of which can change cultural meaning and
context and render the work disrespectful in the eyes of those whom it seeks to represent.
To identify subject disciplines, we chose to examine major subject categories identified
by Web of Science and Scopus as broad indicators of field (Table 3). The papers were analyzed
to identify area active in Indigenous digital engagement to answer the first research question and
understand the intellectual structure of the research area. As digital inclusion is a relatively new
field of both scholarly inquiry and governmental policy focus, it is important to define the
boundaries of the field and map its domain to guide future research in the area. The productivity
of different disciplines in the field can help us document and explain its growth and development
and the various disciplinary perspectives being applied to its study.

Table 3. Subject disciplines of Indigenous digital inclusion research
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We chose to map Web of Science subjects to Scopus subjects as a matter of convenience.
The majority of the papers reviewed were indexed in Scopus. Articles indexed in both Web of
Science and Scopus were used to verify mapping between the two sets of categories for Social
Sciences (Rennie, Thomas, and Wilson, 2019), Arts and Humanities (Pohawpatchoko et al,
2017; Intahchomphoo, 2018 ), and Earth and Planetary Sciences (Greenbrook-Held and
Morrison, 2011). Papers in both Web of Science and Scopus could have multiple subjects,
though most had (29, 50%). Twenty-five papers (43%) had 2 subjects, and four papers (7%) had
3 subjects.
The majority of papers were identified with the subjects Social Sciences (33, 57%) and
Computer Sciences (27, 47%). Nine of those papers (15%) were coded with both Social Sciences
and Computer Sciences. Computer Science, as a subject, was used broadly within Scopus and
Web of Science for information systems and information technologies, as well as the Internet.
While the major subjects may not provide comprehensive detail, they do provide a general
overview of the topic giving us a clearer understanding of the disciplinary context of the research
and some indication of the likely approaches taken to the topic, although this is an area for
further investigation. Additional analysis would also be helpful to explore if any of the four
digital inclusion structural elements (Access, Skills, Motivation, Trust) are most prominent in the
research within the different disciplinary areas and, if so, which. Similarly, an in-depth,
qualitative exploration of how Indigenous digital inclusion is defined and conceptualized across
the different academic disciplines would be instructive. We began the literature review process
with the expectation that there would be clear disciplinary patterns between digital inclusion
element and major subject. That was not the case.
Looking at the abstracts and keywords of the publications, it is apparent that the language
of digital inclusion still incorporates much of the deficit thinking of the digital divide; the
keywords most associated with the papers analyzed are Digital Divide and Internet. We contend
that this is a dated approach and perspective that problematizes digital inclusion unhelpfully and
suggests that Indigenous peoples are somehow “failing” at digital engagement, unable or
unwilling to adopt digital technologies because of their own internal cognitive or motivational
deficits. In so doing, some of the research reviewed ignores structures, policies, and practices
that reinforce this hegemonic thinking. We support efforts to adopt instead a strengths-based
approach in the design of Indigenous inclusion research aimed at shifting the current dominant
deficit narratives.
LIMITATIONS
The lack of content from Arts and Humanities may be the result of biases inherent in the
databases we selected for the review (Martín-Martín, Orduna-Malea, and López-Cózar, 2018).
The searches run for this project are part of a larger literature review on digital inclusion.
CONCLUSION
We are researchers of European descent focusing on digital inclusion in Aotearoa New
Zealand. We have identified a need within our university and Aotearoa for research from Māori
and Pasifika worldviews. We have been undertaking research projects in the area to develop
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frameworks and paths for students in Aotearoa and internationally and explore alternative, more
culturally safe approaches to the issues raised.
Our initial analysis of the papers suggested that there are some disciplinary differences in
the focus and approach taken but also many connections between the type of work being
undertaken by researchers from disparate academic areas. On closer examination, however, we
realized that was not the case. What we did find was the Indigenous peoples were often
generalized and that their experiences are assumed to be the same at a national, continental, or
regional level. There is still a strong focus on providing access to the Internet, and less focus on
the development of skills, trust or motivation. While we did not find evidence of
interconnections in themes, approaches and perspectives between scholars from different
academic perspectives researching Indigenous digital inclusion, we did find deficit language is
prevalent in the discussion of the Indigenous experience with digital technologies. In terms of
LIS education, there is substantial work to be done to move away from considering Indigenous
digital inclusion as a problem to be solved and thus perpetuating narratives of negativity,
deficiency, and failure. Instead, we propose that the knowledge, skills, values, and cultural
identity that Indigenous peoples bring should be prioritized in explorations of their engagement
with digital technologies.
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